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Key facts ING Bank
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ING Bank ranks No. 9 in the Top 20 European Banks
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How our customers experience progress on our strategy
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ING Banks’ Think Forward strategy
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Markets in which we operate
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A worldwide presence in commercial and retail banking
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Management Board Banking
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Getting ING’s data management right across the entire bank is essential

World is changing fast

Response ING COO

Building blocks

Global data management
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Regulation
and Risk
culture

Digital
revolution

Client’s
behaviour
change

New
competitors

Multispeed
world

“In line with the Think Forward strategy, the long long-term vision
for the COO domain is to be the Next Generation Digital Bank”

Uniform & easy
processes

Uniform data
governance
across the bank

Reliable & modern
banking systems

Trustable data :
one single
source of truth

Global data
management

Enabled people with
right skills

Foundation for
predictive data
analytics

Collaborative
performance culture

Operational
excellence in
data exchange

In more detail…
GDM to ensure that ING has trustable data which is complete, accurate, consistent, and appropriate, in order to enable:
1. Next Generation Digital Bank:

3. Enhanced Customer Experience:

§

§

Data is an asset, which is key (together with people,
processes and systems) to be the next generation
digital bank.

2. Accurate Reporting:

§

External Reporting:

§
§

§
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Correct reporting to investors

Regulatory Reporting:

§

Comply with the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision 239 standard

§

Provide swift, adequate and timely
external reporting to regulators

§

Non-financial risk

Internal Reporting:

§

§

Tailor our offerings to customers, based on sophisticated predictive
analytics

§

Fully safeguard customer privacy by complying with the Global
Data Protection Policy

Statutory Reporting:

§

Enable management to take well informed
decisions based on trustable data

ING customers to be recognised in all ING entities and to do
banking activities across borders via omni channel with the same
customer experience

4. Operational Excellence:

§

§

Why global data
management?

•

Create global transparency
and overall view on
investments

•

Align local and central data
management capabilities
and seek efficiency

•

Build foundation for next
generation digital bank that
is not limited by borders or
silos

•

Enable omni channel
vision

Lower operational costs:

§

Manual work that is needed for data aggregation and to
achieve the required data quality

§

Reducing data subscription costs with external data vendors

Lower IT costs:

§
§
§

Reducing data integration needed between various systems
Reducing number of interfaces that are needed
Removing redundant systems based on data lineage

… impacting all data we use within the bank
Scope1:
Name, address, place
of birth, statutory
address, …

PARTY
DATA

Name product,
balance,, …

Payments made,
interest accrued, …

“golden
triangle”
Terms,
conditions, …

PRODUCT
DATA

AGREEMENT
DATA

TRANSACTION DATA
REFERENCE DATA
PRICING DATA

Country codes,
currency codes, ..
Exchange rates,
stock prices, ..

OPERATIONAL, SYSTEM, PROCESS DATA
System down times,
process throughput
times, …

List is not exhaustive. For these data types, both structured and unstructured data are in scope (unstructured
data is e.g. Information from social media, audio files from call centre, complaints, ..)
1
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The Chief Data Officer – key responsibilities
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Data management definition

Define ING’s data management strategy, guidelines, principals, objectives, metrics, organisational structure and underlying
technologies

Enterprise governance

Assure that data activities and solutions are aligned with ING and ING’s vision, direction and architecture, utilising best
practices for design, development, testing and implementation

Meta Data Management

Assure that business and technical metadata are properly defined, captured, managed and accessible to authorised business
and technology users

Data Quality

Assure that data quality principle, policies and best practices are built into the development and implementation of enterprise
data environments to minimise data quality issues and risks

Data Models

Assures that data models are developed and implemented

Data Compliance

Ensure compliance to information security and risk management

Data Capability

Provide organisational capability for data management focus areas: master data management, data movement and
integration management, business intelligence, knowledge and enterprise content management

Performance metrics

Assure the development and reporting of data management metrics in terms of progress, plans, status, and issues

The Chief Data Officer – we first and foremost expect him/her to be
capable of bringing the enterprise together
Serves as the bridge that aligns
business and IT in the information
management space

Aligns the interest of the
organisation across all business
lines and geographic borders, and
serves as key partner together with
the CIO bank for senior leaders
such as the CFO, CRO, CCO
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Defines, implements and manages the
company end-to-end information
management programme, including best
practices, progress controls, resource
allocations and priorities

Unites individual business interest and technology
silos to enable the rationalisation of corporate
information with the aim of improving enterprise data
quality, reduce operational costs, enhance resource
utilisation, achieve required lineage and traceability,
and drive overall greater efficiency in the
management and consumption of information assets
across the organisation

Support decision-makers with
relevant, accurate, consistent, and
up-to-date data across ING Bank

Maximise value of increasing
data generated and maintained
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GDM programme: objectives and deliverables
Deliverables:

Objectives:
1

2

3

Align with current, local and global, data management
initiatives

A

Identify requirements of end customers & key stakeholders

A

List of requirements per stakeholder: central and local2

B

Translation of requirements into inputs for GDM strategy

A

Agreed strategy document

Develop and agree on bankwide data management strategy

[Material DM initiatives are asked to periodically inform and consult GDM on progress]

Governance

Definitions

Architecture

Data Security

B

Agreed business case underlying GDM strategy

Quality

Processes

Sustained
Awareness

Predictive
Analytics

C

Agreed investment plan for realisation of strategy

Lineage

Org Structure

Data Privacy

D

Agreed roadmap towards implementation of strategy

A

If applicable: Request for Advice GDM organisation, including Works Council
approval

B

Ensure realisation of roadmap milestones

A

Implemented quick wins

4

5

Implement GDM strategy

Push quick wins

Overview to list: objectives, scope, investments, timelines, owner, …
Examples: regulatory reporting requirements, management reporting requirements,
innovation requirements, what should be done centrally, what locally, …
1
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AS IS overview of material DM initiatives and best practices1

2

Programme governance
Global Data Council - mandate
§ Ultimate decision making body for data management
§ Steers programme at strategic level
§ Assists programme in resolving issues
§ Frequency: every 3 months

Chair
COO ING Bank

Head Customer
Domain

Risk
repr.

COO

Product &
Commercial
Banking
business repr.

CIO

Finance repr.
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Operational Data Council - mandate
§ Tactical decision making body for data management
§ Steer programme at tactical level
§ Frequency: every two weeks

CDO

Retail
Council

Data users

Data Definition
Owners

Data suppliers

Other
(architects,
privacy)

Draft governance: outlines based upon 5 pillars
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1

Data Management is a key building block in support of ING’s strategy. A global data
management (GDM) capability is installed to design, drive and coordinate a bankwide,
consistent approach towards data management.

2

The Global Data Council and Operational Data Council will form integral part of the data
governance (at least) for as long as the CDO line organisation has not been establishing.

3

As part of the global data governance organisation, business units and larger support
functions are required to implement minimum required data management roles: Chief Data
Officer, Data Owners, Data Stewards. All roles preferably to be implemented FTE-neutral.
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Business unit and Support Function CDOs will be functionally steered by the Global CDO
(and will act as Single Point of Contact to the GDM programme during the programme
phase).

5

All definitions for global use will be harmonised by Data Definition Owners, each responsible
for standardisation of a specific data category, in close alignment with data consumers. Data
Definition Owners will be functionally steered by the Global CDO

Outlines global definition setting process
Starting points
§ For each data category of the
pyramid Global Data Definition
Owners (DDO) are assigned.
§ The Global DDO is responsible
for driving the process of
standardising data definitions
that are required for global use
for his/her data category by
carefully aligning with other data
categories for dependencies
§ He/she does so by bringing
together a work stream of data
users and data suppliers and
other relevant stakeholders
§ Data users: Finance, Risk,
Predictive Analytics, …
§ Data suppliers (owners):
representatives from NL, BE,
CB, C&G
§ IBM’s BDW model is used as
standard reference model on
which the definitions must be
based (TSB approved).
1 The
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Approach
Focus Global DDO

1

Prioritise

§ Prioritise data
requirements
(predominantly
use case
driven to add
instant
business
value)1
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2

Identify KDAs

3

§ Based on prioritised
requirements, the
DDO identifies key
data attributes (KDA)

Physical Data
Model

§ The Data
Management
Technical Authority
(DMTA) reviews the
changes to ING
Esperanto and
make changes to
physical data
models
§ Periodic release of
data models to BUs
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Inform CDOs

Agree on definitions

§ IBM BDW business terms are § Proposed definitions
used as a start
are ratified in the
Operational Data
§ Per KDA, the work stream
Council (ODC)
members determine and
§ Material disputes are
agree on data definitions
brought into the GDC
§ Global DDO makes the final
for decision making
decision in case of conflicts
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Data Delivery

§ Support Function /
§ Each CDO is requested to
country CDOs are
align with the new reference
informed on revised
model by (a) creating an
definitions
ETL mapping towards the
Esperanto and (b) having
§ Either in one go after
that mapping validated by
finalisation of all data
the DMTA
categories, or category
§ Data is delivered to data
by category (TBD)
lake for the newly added
KDAs with required data
quality

current use cases will deliver the initial requirements, example: 4Sight has indicated that there will be 250 attributes

Validate

4

9

Adapt ING
Esperanto

5

§ Final definitions are
included into the
ING Esperanto
(Business
Glossary)

Track

§ Quality and progress
of alignment to
reference model are
monitored through
data quality
dashboard
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Trustable
data

§ Users to work with
trustable and
consistent data

Architecture: Data Lake concept is global target architecture
Data Lake concept
(simplified representation)

§ The Data Lake will be delivered by CIO as a standardised
Group
Finance &
Risk
Systems

Processes and Data Governance

Publishing
system

Data

ING Esperanto
Data Model

Domain specific
data model

ETL flows

Front-office

Oracle

(DataStage)

Operating systems
Hardware

Business responsibility
Global responsibility
Local responsibility
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Catalogue

Virtual or Cloud

Back-office

Hadoop

ETL tooling

§ The Data Lake can be delivered to support multiple

domains on one Physical Infrastructure (Multi Tenancy). A
single Data Lake Infrastructure will have one IT custodian,
responsible for operations, and supports having multiple
tenants (domains) that can have their own Data Models
and ETL Flows. Access to Data will be separated per
tenant (domain).

§ On top of the Data Lake Infrastructure, every domain can

Data Lake
foundation

ING Frameworks (ETL, Logging, Scheduling)

tooling that can be used by the business to support Data
Governance and Information Management.

have its own (logical) Data Lake, complete separated
from other domains. Where there is a need to move data
between Data Lakes, the ING Esperanto must be used

Reporting
Intelligence

§ Domains that share the same Data Model could create

one (logical) Data Lake, with one business owner.
Individual domestic countries however will keep their own
separate (logical) Data Lakes, with a business owner per
country.

QUESTIONS?
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